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Abstract. The Open Archive Information System reference model is a first solu-
tion for handling the big number of digital documents. With startext SORI we 
created a ready-to-use software, based on the OAIS model. So files get prepared 
for the future, but like every model, there are still aspects to improve. 
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1 Introduction  

In times where paper is a less used resource and more and more documents are created 
and stay in a digital form, it gets more and more important to get a practical solution 
for digital long-time preservation. This means more than just having a permanent stor-
age for documents. The other major aspect is to keep the files useable.  

The OAIS (Open Archival Information System) reference model describes, beside 
software, strategies and workflows for such projects. 

The key to accessibility of digital files is format migration.  
Long-time preservation means to find ways and mainly file formats, which are con-

sidered to be capable of for this task. In the last years the archival community found a 
series of those formats, like uncompressed TIFF or JPG2000 for images or PDF/A for 
textual documents.  

Nobody knows if and how future programs will be able to interpret nowadays digital 
files, therefore it is important to keep them as simple as possible. Please note, that this 
is by far not the final and probably most optimal solution, e.g. TIFF-files take a lot of 
memory, and the discourse is still ongoing. Furthermore, not for every type of digital 
file do such long-term formats exist. E.g. for movie files there is only a proposal for a 
file format yet, which is still being discussed. 

At this point the idea of so-called preservation action comes into play, the migration 
of file formats to long-term-stable formats. The main advantage of this approach is to 
minimize the amount of file formats in the repository, while keeping as much infor-
mation as possible. This is achieved by an automatic format migration right after the 
actual ingest. The benefit is to keep file formats useable, which are no longer supported 
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by standard software and be best prepared for future software versions and their re-
quested file formats. 

2 The Open Archive Information System Reference 
Model - OAIS 

When dealing with digital documents in an archive, the Open Archive Information Sys-
tem reference model is the most important standard model. The aim of the model is to 
offer a solution to prevent the uselessness of all kinds of digital documents. There can 
be many reasons for this: For example, there could be no more supporting hard- or 
software for the archived file format. Or it may be a very specific file format, which is 
used just by one company. Or an important information like the layout gets lost when 
it is saved separately from the context file.  

OAIS was originally initiated and developed by the NASA (National Aeronautic and 
Space Administration) with support of the ESA (European Space Agency) in the 
1990’s. The first version was presented in May 1999 by the Consultative Committee 
for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) and got evolved to an ISO standard in 2003. The 
current version was released in June 2012 and transferred to an ISO standard just two 
months later1 (Schrimpf, 2014, pp. 7-14). 

In the community of archives and associated institutions, OAIS got well-received 
and is now widely used in archives. It should be noticed at this point, that the word 
“open” in OAIS means open source and development of the model, it does not aim to 
be an open access archive without any terms of protection. You may have noticed, that 
the fact of the open developing of the model indicates changes and no final standards 
or solutions; it is per definition a work in progress.  

OAIS is all about information packages, which contain the digital content itself as 
well as information about how the package arrived at the repository, how and by which 
tools it was treated and processed. The OAIS distinguishes between three different 
types of packages: The submission information package (SIP), the archival information 
package (AIP) and the dissemination information package (DIP).  

The starting point of the OAIS-workflow is a SIP, an information package that is to 
be archived (see Fig.1). Beside the SIP itself, more information, like a working history 
or the original file format, are added and the digital file gets converted if necessary. 
This, in combination with a list of attributes for integrity and authenticity, forms the 
AIP.  

It might look like just a small feature, but converting the digital file into a standard 
OAIS-package is one of the central aspects of the model. As mentioned before, at this 
point the document achieves a state that is considered best for the future (from today’s 
perspective of course). It is almost certain, that even this digital file needs to be con-
verted every now and then in the next decades and centuries.  

 
1 See ISO 14721:2012 or see the original version from June 2012 as the „magenta book“, which 

can be found for free download. 
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Fig. 1. OAIS functional Entities 

The process of uploading new packages into a repository is called ingest. It results in 
having an AIP stored in the repository.  

This AIP is stored in the archival storage and is handled by the data management. If 
a visitor of an archive or any other user requests information about or from an AIP, he 
or she will always be handed a DIP, which is actual a copy or duplicate of parts of the 
information in the AIP. How big a DIP is or what it contains depends on the permissions 
the requesting user has. 

To emphasize this again, the AIP never gets changed, as long as the standards of the 
OAIS do not change. If in the future another file format than the current one is consid-
ered better (meaning: more reliable and stable for future use), a new AIP is created, 
derived from the original AIP. This is basically one of the main actions which are sum-
marised as preservation actions (Schrimpf, 2014, pp. 15-23 and ISO 14721:2012). 

3 Startext SORI – a Ready to Use Full OAIS Compliant 
Software Suite 

To make the theory of the OAIS reference model useable for the usual working day in 
archives, startext developed an application called SORI. It is a ready-to-use software 
for digital long time preservation. It can be used as a standalone solution to preserve 
files of any age for the future. For a user it takes just two clicks to not only ingest a 
large number of SIPs but also to ingest whole archive stocks. After this it is possible to 
have full text searches over all ingested text files. 

Startext SORI comes with pre-set, ready to use configurations for automatic ingest, 
which means that all necessary settings are complete and the processing of information 
packages is possible right after the installation. While running, all processes are docu-
mented twice: in the SORI-database and as a PREMIS-XML stored as part of the AIP. 
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The preconfigured workflow includes an antivirus scan, executed by the antivirus 
tool which is already used on the customer’s infrastructure. 

For some types of files SORI executes extra features, e.g. extract full text from text 
documents or, available as a beta version, a voice-to-text recognition for audio or film 
files with the Open Source Acoustic Models for German Distant Speech Recognition. 
Thumbnails are also generated for all files. Another part of the automatic process is the 
generation of a MD5 checksum, which is essential for detecting changes of any kind in 
a file. Another level of securing the files is the calculation and comparison of so-called 
significant properties (see chapter 5 for further discussion). These are technical proper-
ties, which are checked at critical points of the ingest or preservation and should never 
change. 

Once stored in the backend, SORI offers multiple ways of making AIPs available 
and usable to/by users. For example it is possible to get access not only to the archive-
package as a whole but also to single file of it, e.g. the main document without any 
metadata.  

An additional way to keep control over the stored files is adding a digital watermark 
or, in the case of text documents, blackened text passages. 

In our modern working world, many different file formats are used. Just think about 
text documents, which are mostly created as .docs, .docx, .pdf or any number of open 
source formats. Some of these formats can easily be converted into other formats. But 
most text file formats, like MS Word files, contain dynamic information, e.g. the date, 
and this is a critical point. That is because in those cases we must distinguish between 
the template and the printed document. The digital document is in fact just a template, 
the printed version is subject to change, depending on the time and circumstances it is 
printed.  

In order to make that clear let us take a look at a real-life example: A letter written 
with Microsoft Word uses the dynamic date feature, so the actual date will be added 
automatically. If the letter is printed and sent, it is dated with today’s date. Two weeks 
later you decide to archive the digital document because the printed version was sent. 
When SORI converts the MS Word file to PDF/A it works the same as if the document 
is printed, which means it is archived with the date of the file conversion and not the 
actual date of shipment as a physical object. This can be problematic when you archive 
parts of the correspondence with a visitor at once because you maybe loose the chron-
ological order. So, the information in the AIP is like a print of the original template. 
The main question, that appears here, is: Is the date a significant property of the digital 
document or not? 

In this case this might be a minor question. But what about Microsoft Excel files 
with many dynamic cells? What if not the resulting values but the dynamic itself is 
significant? Currently there is no way to keep those dynamics in the archived file ver-
sion. 

Another example are text converters in general: Some of those PDF/A converters 
just convert the content of a file but do not preserve the layout, so it is changed or 
completely destroyed.  
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4 Significant Properties and File Formats for the Future – 
Subjects to Change? 

The current subject of discussion is the significant properties of digital files. Which 
properties of a digital file are considered to be significant varies from institution to 
institution, or even from file to file. Even if the presentation of a document seems to be 
the same in two different file formats, e.g. .doc and PDF/A, on the level of source code 
it is impossible to keep every byte the same. This has been shown with the example of 
the MS Word letter.  

To make sure, that the AIPs contains the correct information and keeps the document 
in its original form, an automatic check of significant properties is necessary. Those 
significant properties of the digital file must never be changed.  

As a start, SORI nowadays treats the number of pages of text documents and the 
width and heights of images as significant properties. In the workflow this means SORI 
retrieves this information of a file, then converts the file to the matching archival file 
format and compares the retrieved significant properties to assure that the file conver-
sion did not do any damage.  

This is only the starting point of verification of files for the long-term preservation. 
Other characteristics, e.g. the number of characters or even full text, are about to get 
added to the checking process.  

As already explained, what parts and information of a document are most important 
varies from document to document, even if the file format is the same. Today research-
ers and the archive community are asked to specify standards for significant properties, 
which should be included into file format migration checking procedures. 

The already mentioned issue of dynamic parts of digital documents is very important 
here. When we return to the MS Excel file mentioned earlier containing a lot of dynamic 
cells, the immutability of significant properties is a contradict to the dynamics. One 
could argue, that the significant property is just the values shown in the cells. But it is 
also possible, and even more likely, that it is not the values but the dynamics itself, 
which is more important for future users. There is no clear solution for this problem 
yet. For some MS Excel files the dynamics are not relevant yet for others they are.  

Besides, disregarding the issue of significant properties, some of the file formats 
widely accepted as suitable for long-term preservation cannot preserve the dynamic 
parts of a document 

It even gets worse. One could take the idea of significant properties to the next level 
and encounter what we call blurred significant properties. Those would be properties 
with a range of inaccuracy accepted. The main question by defining such properties is 
what level of similarity is required to accept a digital file as still being intact after a 
format migration. Who will specify such level and set some standards?  

As mentioned in the beginning of this paper, all set standards and definitions are first 
attempts to handle the massive number of files of all kinds, which are subject to archiv-
ing in the next years. Hence solutions that refer to those standards and definitions can 
never be called final and always must be able to adapt to those changes in research and 
the archive community. Conversely this means, that the currently recommended and/or 
popular file formats used as long-term file formats are not the ultimate answer. For 
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example, the formats of .tiff for images or .mp4 for movie files are more or less just 
container formats.  

In terms of movie files this means there is no specific codec used on the binary level. 
Instead there are countless codices in use. While those codices are still present and can 
be interpreted by modern software there is no problem. But it is very likely that one day 
a codec gets too old to be recognized and inaccuracies will happen by playing the file 
or rather it’s generated DIP. This is one point, where companies and research institu-
tions have to improve the OAIS related recommendations. 

5 Conclusion 

The two main issues of digital long-term preservation today are: what parts and in 
which formats digital documents of any kind can be archived indefinitely. The Open 
Archive Information System reference model offers a lot of first answers to those ques-
tions and startext SORI puts them into a ready-to-use software. With this program long-
term preservation of digital documents becomes possible for archives of all size. But 
there are still lots of problems to be solved and further discussions and modifications 
are necessary.  

Finding and agreeing on appropriate long-term file formats and finding and agreeing 
upon standards for significant properties for all relevant files types remains an im-
portant and urgent task. 

As long as those questions are not answered for every file format, the old Nintendo 
quit-screen is still right: “Everything not saved will be lost”.  
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